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I. Brief overview of the collection
A. History of the collection

The Core Collection is a library within the library, a non-circulating, duplicate collection of
between 25,000 and 30,000 volumes. When created the Core Collection was intended to stabilize
at around 50,000 volumes.  However, changing patterns in library research led to a gradual
lessening of use of Core materials.  This in turn led to an evaluation and weeding project to
downsize the collection.  The basic collection philosophies remain unchanged.

B. Broad subject areas emphasized or de-emphasized
Social sciences and humanities, with some general science texts.

C. Collection locations
The Core Collection in the Main Library, second floor, north tower.

II. Purpose or objectives
The Core Collection serves the undergraduate student body of Northwestern University.  It provides a
browsing-sized collection of important works that is less daunting for the beginning researcher to
utilize than the large collection in the main stacks. The Core Collection provides undergraduates with
the best of social science and humanities works, and generalized science texts, to guide them in
research efforts. The Core Collection also serves to insure the availability of  key texts for
undergraduate study.  Faculty members and collection development librarians select books essential to
undergraduate education at Northwestern University.

III. Library unit or title of the selector responsible for this collection
The Core librarian.

IV. Scope of the subject coverage
A. Language

English
B. Geographical scope

International
C. Chronological scope

Any time period.
D. Publication dates collected

Current
E. Formats and genres

1. Inclusions
Monographs or monographic series.

2. Exclusions
Non-monographic serials and electronic materials

V. Acquisitions procedures affecting collection policies
A. Standing Orders

Standing orders
N/A

B. Approval plans and blanket orders
N/A



C. Gifts and exchanges
N/A

VI. Duplication with other NU library units
Most texts duplicate titles in the Main stacks or the Science and Engineering Library

VII. Expensive purchases
N/A

VIII. Interdisciplinary collections
Core is an interdisciplinary collection, covering the social sciences, humanities and sciences at the
undergraduate level.

IX. Purchases with endowed funds
Lurie fund for books on AIDS awareness.

X. Cooperation with other libraries
A. Other resources, including local, regional or national libraries

N/A
B. Consortia

N/A

XI. Policies for purchasing journal article reprints or electronic files on demand
N/A

XII. Other factor of local importance
N/A

XIII. Collection levels
N/A


